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SCIENCE & NATURE

Flotsametrics and
the Floating World

You Are Here
The Surprising Link Between
What We Do and What That Does
to Our Planet
Thomas M. Kostigen
Foreword by Kevin Bacon
The New York Times bestselling coauthor of The
Green Book reveals the vital missing link in today’s
environmental crisis: how we as individuals are
connected to the most tenuous geography on the
planet. Despite the recent prominence of “green”
issues in the news, we continue to ignore the raw
relationship between earth and our actions. But
the seemingly insignificant things we do daily have
the power to literally alter the landscape in the
ongoing battle to resuscitate the planet.
Combining groundbreaking research and page-turning frontline reporting, Thomas M.
Kostigen pulls back the curtain on the most pressing and provocative issues of the day, and in
doing so, students can see the earth—and their place on it—in a brand new light.
“Thomas Kostigen is an expert at taking the complexities of climate change, distilling them,
and then relating the answers and solutions to our everyday lives. You Are Here is a common
sense approach to complex issues.”—Duane Dahl, founder of Earthlab.com
HarperOne: 272 pp.; 8-page 4-color insert
2008 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-158036-9 hc $25.95 ($27.95/CAN)

How One Man’s Obsession with
Runaway Sneakers and Rubber
Ducks Revolutionized Ocean
Science
Curtis Ebbesmeyer & Eric Scigliano
Pioneering oceanographer Curtis Ebbesmeyer
tells of his lifelong struggle to solve the sea’s
mysteries, and shares his most surprising
discoveries. He recounts how flotsam has changed
the course of history—leading Viking mariners to
safe harbors, Columbus to the New World, and
Japan to open up the West—and how it may even
have made the origin of life possible. He explores
the vast floating “garbage patches” and waste-heaped “junk beaches” that collect the flotsam
and jetsam of industrial society. Finally, he reveals the music-like mathematical order in oceanic
gyres and the threats that global warming and disintegrating plastic waste pose to the seas and
to us.
Collins: 288 pp.; b&w illustrations throughout; index
2009 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-155841-2 hc $26.95 ($28.95/CAN)
Available in April 2009

R esources for Y ou A re H ere

R esources for F lotsametrics and the F loating W orld

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Thomas M. Kostigen’s blog for The Huffington Post

Curtis Ebbesmeyer’s Website

Our Last Chance to Save the World (Video)
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The Cartoon Guide
to the
Environment

Eating the Sun
How Plants Power the Planet
Oliver Morton
Eating the Sun is the fascinating story of the most
everyday miracle: photosynthesis. Wherever
there is greenery, photosynthesis is working to
make oxygen, energy, and organic matter from the
raw materials of sunlight, water, and carbon
dioxide. Though this process is rarely given much
thought and few truly understand the beautifully
honed mechanisms that make it possible, without
photosynthesis, there would be no food to eat or air
to breathe. A celebration of how the smallest
things—enzymes and pigments—influence the
largest things—the oceans and fossil fuel
economy—Eating the Sun shows how understanding photosynthesis is not only the key to the earth’s history, it is also vital to confronting the
current climate crisis.
“Everything you could possibly want from a popular-science book. There is wonder here and
intellectual excitement, clear explanation and lyrical writing; and much new insight into how
the world works.” —The Independent (London)

2

Larry Gonick & Alice Outwater
Do your students think that the “Ozone Hole” is a
grunge rock club? Or that the “Food Web” is an
online restaurant guide? Or that the “Green
Revolution” happened in Greenland? Then they
need The Cartoon Guide to the Environment to put
them on the road to environmental literacy. The
Cartoon Guide to the Environment covers the main
topics of environmental science: chemical cycles,
life communities, food webs, agriculture, human population growth, sources of energy and raw
materials, waste disposal and recycling, cities, pollution, deforestation, ozone depletion, and
global warming—and puts them in the context of ecology, with discussions of population
dynamics, thermodynamics, and the behavior of complex systems.
Collins: 240 pp.
1996 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-273274-3 pb $16.95 ($18.50/CAN)

Harper: 480 pp.; index
2008 ISBN 13: 978-0-00-716364-9 hc $28.95 ($31.00/CAN)
Available in December 2008
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R esources for E ating the S un

R esources for T he C artoon G uide to the E nvironment

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Oliver Morton’s Blog for Eating the Sun

Larry Gonick’s Website
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Fragile Earth

Science 101:
Ecology

Views of a Changing World
From the Editors of Collins

Jennifer Freeman
The Science 101 series is the ultimate science guide
for non-scientists. Each title in the series
introduces and explains major areas of science in
an interesting, visual, and accessible way. Do you
want to know more about global warming? How
about string theory? Why don’t motorcycles fall
over when making sharp turns at high speeds?
These books present 101 key facts and topics that
address science in everyday life.
Science 101: Ecology examines global environmental issues such as global warming, and
promotes natural resources by showing how to conserve energy while explaining why sustainable development is important.

With a Foreword by Sir Ranulph Fiennes,
OBE
Natural disasters, climate and environmental
changes, exploitation of the world’s resources, and
human development are all creating a planet that
is developing at a rapid pace. Fragile Earth
illustrates the dramatic changes that have
happened around the world through more than
150 stunning, colorful images from space, sky, and land, and gives a fascinating insight into how
these changes are affecting life on earth. The book begins by illustrating the changes that have
been a consequence of natural phenomenon and then looks at some of the effects of man’s
actions on the world. The final chapter considers what the future holds for the planet with
personal views from these international group of experts:
• Sir Ranulph Fiennes, OBE (UK) • Mark Lynas (UK) • Tim Flannery (Australia)

Collins: 224 pp.; 300 4-color photos & illustrations; index
2007 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-089133-6 pb $15.95 ($19.95/CAN)

• Elizabeth Kolbert (U.S.) • Michael Allaby (Scotland) • Guy Dauncey (Canada)
• Fred Pearce (UK) • Bjorn Lamborg (Denmark)

Also available in the series:

Science 101:
Science 101:
Science 101:
Science 101:

3

Chemistry
Weather
Geology
Biology

3

Science 101: Ocean Science
Science 101: Physics
Science 101: Forensics

Collins: 272 pp.; 150 4-color photos; index
2006 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-113731-0 hc $34.95 ($44.95/CAN)

R esources for S cience 101: E cology

R esources for F ragile E arth

Browse Inside the Book

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Fragile Earth Website
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There’s a Hair in
My Dirt!

Disappearing
World

A Worm’s Story
Gary Larson

101 of the Earth’s Most
Extraordinary and Endangered
Places
Alonzo C. Addison
Published in cooperation with the UNESCO
World Heritage Center, this highly illustrated book
presents the unique story behind the most
threatened World Heritage Sites and explains the
reasons these “legally protected” sites are still at
risk today. The threats to these incredible places are both natural and man-made—earthquakes
in Iran, wars in the Congo, the Taliban in Afghanistan, and construction work in Germany and
Nepal to name only a few. Still, there are success stories, including the reconstruction of Abu
Simbel in Egypt and the rescue of the pillaged and over-excavated temples at Angkor Wat in
Cambodia.
• A portion of the proceeds from Disappearing World will go to the UNESCO World
Heritage Fund.

4

Told with The Far Side® creator Gary Larson’s
trademark off-kilter humor and written and
illustrated in a children’s storybook style, There’s a
Hair in Dirt! is a twisted take on the difference
between man’s idealized view of nature and the
sometimes cold, hard reality of life for the birds
and the bees and the worms (not to mention our
own species).
“There’s a Hair in My Dirt! is hysterical . . . more entertaining than any science class I remember
and the foreword by biologist Edward O. Wilson proves it’s legit.” —Washington Post
Harper paperbacks: 64 pp.
1999 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-093274-9 pb $12.95 ($13.95/CAN)

Collins: 304 pp.; 300 4-color photos and maps
2008 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-143444-0 hc $34.95 (N/C)

R esources for D isappearing W orld

R esources for T here ’ s a H air in M y D irt !

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

UNESCO World Heritage Center Website

Profile of Gary Larson from Salon.com
The Far Side ® Website
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The Power of
Place

The Blue Death
Disease, Disaster, and the Water
We Drink
Dr. Robert D. Morris
With the keen eyes of a scientist and the sensibilities of a seasoned writer, Dr. Robert D. Morris, an
internationally recognized expert in the field of
drinking water and health, chronicles the
fascinating and at times frightening story of our
drinking water. In The Blue Death, Morris dispels
notions of fail-safe water systems. Along the way
he reveals some shocking truths: the millions of
miles of leaking water mains, constantly evolving
microorganisms, and the looming threat of
bio-terrorism, which may lead to catastrophe.
“A beautifully written book so gripping it reads
like fiction, yet nothing in the text is exaggerated. Morris speaks to the probability of
catastrophic microbial and viral outbreaks in our aging drinking water delivery systems, the
integrity of which is protected only by 19th-century technology. This book will shake the
complacency of everyone who reads it.” —Theo Colburn, Ph.D., coauthor of Our Stolen Future
HarperCollins: 320 pp.
2007 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-073089-5 hc $24.95 ($31.50/CAN)
Harper paperbacks: 320 pp.
2008 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-073090-1 pb $14.95 ($16.25/CAN)

Request a Desk Copy
Order an Examination Copy
Dr. Robert D. Morris’s Website
Dr. Robert D. Morris’s MySpace Page
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Are New Yorkers and Californians so different
because they live in such different settings? Why
do some prefer the city to the country? How do
urban settings increase crime? Why does one feel
better after an experience in nature? In the
fascinating and enormously entertaining The Power
of Place, Winifred Gallagher explores the complex
relationships between people and the places in
which they live, love, and work. Drawing on the
latest research on behavioral and environmental science, Gallagher examines our reactions to
light, temperature, the seasons, and other natural phenomena, and explores the interactions
between our external and internal worlds, offering the latest insights into the ways we can
change our lives by changing the places we live.
“Engrossing.” —New York Times
Harper Perennial: 256 pp.; index
2007 P.S. ISBN 13: 978-0-06-123335-7 pb $13.95 ($17.50/CAN)

R esources for T he B lue D eath
Browse Inside the Book

How Our Surroundings Shape
Our Thoughts, Emotions, and
Actions
Winifred Gallagher

R esources for T he P ower of P lace
The Blue Death Selected as 2008-09 Winona State
University Common Book

Request a Desk Copy

The Environmental Protection Agency Ground Water
and Drinking Water Website

Profile of Winifred Gallagher from Salon.com

Order an Examination Copy

Safe Drinking Water Foundation Website
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Holding Back
the Sea

The Great Deluge
Hurricane Katrina, New Orleans,
and the Mississippi Gulf Coast
Douglas Brinkley
When Hurricane Katrina hit the Gulf Coast,
acclaimed author Douglas Brinkley, like thousands
of his fellow New Orleanians, was forced to leave
his home. In the New York Times bestseller The
Great Deluge, Brinkley tells the complete tale of
the terrible storm, offering a unique, piercing
analysis of the ongoing crisis, its historical roots,
and its repercussions for America.
Not content to merely watch reports of his
hometown destruction on television, Brinkley
created the Tulane University Task Force, whose
mission is to document the tragedy for posterity
and whose research forms the basis of this compelling analysis. Besides interviewing the
leadership of the Bush administration and state officials in Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas,
Brinkley also documents the horrific and noble tales of hundreds of Katrina’s survivors from all
levels of society.
Harper Perennial: 768 pp.; index
2007 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-114849-1 pb $17.95 ($22.95/CAN)

R esources for T he G reat D eluge

Hurricane Katrina’s arrival on the Gulf Coast on
August 29, 2005 was a long time in coming, but its
inevitability was assured. Since 1965, when
Hurricane Betsy struck New Orleans, breached a
levee, and flooded part of the city, everyone was
waiting and talking about when “The Big One”
would strike and do even more damage. Holding
Back the Sea documents the backstory of
Katrina—about the consequences of ignoring all
the warning signs that nature provided—and
describes in sobering detail why New Orleans and the Louisiana coast were so vulnerable to the
catastrophic damage caused by Katrina.
“Hallowell provides a nuanced portrait of an eco-catastrophe in the making.” —Mother Jones
Harper Perennial: 304 pp.; index
2005 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-112424-2 pb $13.95 ($17.50/CAN)

R esources for H olding B ack the S ea
Transcript of a Douglas Brinkley Interview with Tavis
Smiley

Browse Inside the Book

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

U.S Department of Health & Human Services
Hurricane Katrina Website

Order an Examination Copy

Tulane University Task Force Website

Order an Examination Copy

The Times-Picayune Hurricane Katrina Website

Browse Inside the Book

Washington Post Article on Hurricane Katrina by
Douglas Brinkley
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The Struggle on the Gulf Coast
to Save America
Christopher Hallowell

HarperCollins - Environmental Studies

Christopher Hallowell’s Profile at Baruch College/
The City University of New York
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Summer World

Mind of the Raven

A Season of Bounty
Bernd Heinrich

Investigations and Adventures
with Wolf-Birds
Bernd Heinrich
Throughout history there has existed an extraordinary relationship between humans and ravens.
Ravens, like early humans, are scavengers on the
kills of great carnivores. As scavengers, ravens
were associated with hunters they found in the
north: wolves and later men. The trinity of wolf,
man, and raven in the hunt is an ancient one. In
considering the appeal of the raven, Bernd
Heinrich suspects that a meeting of the minds
might reside in that hunting trinity. Heinrich
involves us in his quest to get inside the mind of the
raven. At the heart of this book are Heinrich’s love
and respect for these complex and engaging creatures, and through his keen observation and
analysis, students become their intimates, too.
“An amazing book . . . Heinrich has documented a level of intelligence and social sophistication rarely even dreamed to exist in birds. . . . [He] is a scientist and naturalist of the first
rank . . . as Mind of the Raven illustrates, a nature writer of uncommon talent.” — Edward O.
Wilson

7

With snow melting and spring approaching, the
animal kingdom awakens. In Summer World, Bernd
Heinrich brings students an up-close and personal
view of that awakening and rebirth. Almost all life
on the surface of the earth derives its energy from
the sun, either directly through photosynthesis or
indirectly by consuming plants, making summer
the time when nature is most active—feeding,
fighting, mating, and nesting. From frogs, wasps,
and caterpillars to hummingbirds and wood
peckers, Heinrich explores these animals’
adaptations for surviving and procreating during
the short window of summer, and he delights in
the seemingly infinite feats of animal inventiveness he discovers there.
Ecco: 288 pp.; 41 line drawings throughout; 8-page color insert
2009 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-074217-1 hc $26.95 ($28.95/CAN)
Available in April 2009

Harper Perennial: 432 pp.; 8-page b&w photo insert + half tones and line drawings throughout; index
2007 P.S. ISBN 13: 978-0-06-113605-4 pb $14.95 ($17.50/CAN)

R esources for M ind of the R aven

R esources for S ummer W orld

Request a Desk Copy

Bernd Heinrich’s Curriculum Vitae

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

New York Times Review of Mind of the Raven

Order an Examination Copy

Bernd Heinrich’s Website
PBS Website Featuring Nature Program on Ravens
with Bernd Heinrich
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POLITICS

Hell and High
Water

Winter World
The Ingenuity of Animal Survival
Bernd Heinrich
The classic Winter World is an intimate, accessible,
and eloquent illumination of animal survival in
winter. Bernd Heinrich awakens the largely
undiscovered mysteries by which nature sustains
herself through the harsh, cruel exigencies of the
winter season.
“Heinrich has a rare ability to embed dense
scientific explanations within graceful, lightfooted nature writing.” —New York Times Book Review
Harper Perennial: 368 pp.; b&w drawings throughout; index
2003 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-095737-7 pb $14.95 ($16.25/CAN)
H arper Perennial: 384 pp.; b&w drawings throughout; index
2009 P.S. ISBN 13: 978-0-06-112907-0 pb $14.95 ($16.25/CAN)
New P.S. edition available in April 2009

The Global Warming Solution
Joseph Romm
It has been estimated that we have ten years to
start making sharp cuts to our greenhouse gas
emissions or we will undoubtedly face the
catastrophic consequences of global warming.
Unfortunately, the required government policies
and spending are strongly opposed by conservatives, who have blocked serious action on climate
change and continue to publicly deny the dire
warnings of scientists. With so much at stake, never
before has there been such a sharp divergence
between what top scientists know and what
policymakers, the general public, and the media believe. Authoritative and persuasive, Hell and
High Water is a searing indictment of our disastrous policy that goes beyond ideological rhetoric
to offer practical, viable solutions that can avert the threat to our world and our way of life.
“Hell And High Water is an important and timely contribution that deserves careful consideration
in the dialogue and debate on U.S. energy and climate policy.” —Judith Curry, School of Earth
and Atmospheric Sciences, Georgia Institute of Technology
William Morrow: 304 pp.; index
2007 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-117212-0 hc $24.95 ($31.50/CAN)
Harper Perennial: 304 pp.; index
2008 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-117213-7 pb $13.95 ($15.50/CAN)
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R esources for W inter W orld

R esources for H ell and H igh W ater

Request a Desk Copy

Browse Inside the Book

Interview with Joe Romm (Video)

Order an Examination Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Global Warming Website

Reading Group Guide for Winter World

Order an Examination Copy

Interview with Bernd Heinrich on Winter World

Op-ed Piece on Global Warming by Joe Romm from
Salon.com
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The Global
Citizen’s
Handbook

Crimes Against
Nature
How George W. Bush and His
Corporate Pals Are Plundering
the Country and Hijacking Our
Democracy
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
In this passionate, and persuasively argued book,
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. charges that the George W.
Bush White House ordered every federal agency
that oversees environmental programs to roll back
rules aimed at the oil, coal, logging, and mining
industries, as well as automakers, developers, and
corporate agribusiness—much to the detriment of
public health and safety. He also contends that the
Bush administration used smartly crafted, deceptive euphemisms to deceive the public, that it
manipulated and suppressed scientific data, and that it pursued a policy of rampant influence
peddling and corporate cronyism, especially with regard to its energy programs. Crimes Against
Nature is about far more than the environment—it is about an administration, in Kennedy’s view,
in service of private profits and personal power.

Facing Our World’s Crises and
Challenges
The World Bank
The Global Citizen’s Handbook contains the most
recent statistics on population, economy, trade,
education, health, and the environment worldwide
in a colorful, easy-to-understand format with
dozens of maps, graphs, tables, and photographs.
Comparisons by country of life expectancy, infant
mortality, safe water, poverty, energy efficiency, income growth, per capita income, and aid flows
are complemented by authoritative information on headline-hitting issues such as AIDS, fresh
water shortages, and populations living on less than $1 a day. For all concerned citizens of the
world, this is the unbiased guide to the urgent and critical issues confronting the planet today.
Collins: 144 pp.; 34 full-color maps; index
2007 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-124342-4 pb $19.95 (N/C)

“A meticulous, elegant and devastating account of an administration that . . . seems to get a
kick out of sticking it to the planet. Scary stuff.” —New York Post
HarperCollins: 256 pp.
2004 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-074687-2 hc $21.95 ($25.95/CAN)
Harper Perennial: 288 pp.
2005 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-074688-9 pb $13.95 ($17.50/CAN)

R esources for C rimes A gainst N ature
Browse Inside the Book
Request a Desk Copy

R esources for T he G lobal C itizen ’ s H andbook
Vanity Fair Article by Robert F. Kennedy Jr.:
The Next President’s First Task [A Manifesto]

Order an Examination Copy

Request a Desk Copy
Order an Examination Copy
The World Bank Website

Robert F. Kennedy Jr.’s Website
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BUSINESS

The Ecology of
Commerce

The Tyranny of
Oil
The World’s Most Powerful
Industry—and What We Must Do
to Stop It
Antonia Juhasz

A Declaration of Sustainability
Paul Hawken

Antonia Juhasz, author of The Bush Agenda, is a
leading activist and expert on corporations and
globalization. In The Tyranny of Oil she investigates
the true state of the United States oil industry,
uncovering its virtually unparalleled influence over
our elected officials, its lack of regulatory
oversight, and the truth behind $100-a-barrel oil,
$4.00-a-gallon gasoline, and the highest profit
rates in corporate history. Juhasz offers an
immediate call to action—a formula for reigning in the industry, cutting down its governmental
powers, environmental destruction, and movement toward war while reducing global dependence on oil. She proposes a viable answer—break up the nation’s leading oil companies.

“This book, like the vision of capitalism it
describes, is gentle, healing, restorative, and
quietly eloquent. It will not make you richer,
smarter, or more charismatic. It will merely
challenge you to reexamine everything you
believe about business as it is currently practiced,
how we create meaning in our lives, and the
fabric of the legacy we are weaving for our
children. No doubt some businesspeople will read
this book and think it describes a future that is
threatening and foreboding. I think it describes a
present that is exhilarating and ennobling. The Ecology of Commerce is nothing less than an
economic and cultural masterpiece, by the poet laureate of American capitalism.” —George
Gendron, Editor-in-Chief, Inc.

William Morrow: 336 pp.; index
2008 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-143450-1 hc $26.95 ($28.95/CAN)

Collins: 272 pp.; index
1994 ISBN 13: 978-08-8730704-1 pb $16.95 ($19.95/CAN)

R esources for T he T yranny of O il

R esources for T he E cology of C ommerce

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Antonia Juhasz’s Website

Paul Hawken’s Website
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The Green Collar
Economy

The Clean Tech
Revolution

How One Solution Can Fix
America’s Two Biggest Problems
Van Jones

Discover the Top trends,
Technologies and Companies
to Watch
Newly Revised & Updated for 2008-09
Ron Pernick & Clint Wilder
Developing clean technologies is no longer a
social issue championed by environmentalists; it’s
a moneymaking enterprise moving solidly into the
business mainstream. Groundbreaking and
authoritative, The Clean Tech Revolution must be
read to understand and profit from the clean
technologies that are reshaping our ever-changing
world.
“One of the book’s key strengths, simple as it is, is Pernick and Wilder’s clear definition of
what “green” really means in the context of technology—both in terms of sustainability and
potential profits.” —BusinessWeek
Collins: 320 pp.
2007 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-089623-2 hc $26.95 ($33.95/CAN)
Collins: 320 pp.
2008 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-089624-9 pb $15.95 ($17.25/CAN)

R esources for T he C lean T ech R evolution
Browse Inside the Book
Request a Desk Copy
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A renowned activist and founder of Green for All,
Van Jones gives voice to a different kind of
environmentalism, one deeply rooted in the lives
and struggles of ordinary people. In The Green
Collar Economy, Jones explains why the current
“eco-elite” top-down approach to the environmental crisis of tree-hugging radicals and rich
whole-food shoppers won’t create the change
necessary to solve the ecological crisis on a global
scale. The solution Jones proposes is a plan for a
national commitment to job training, employment, and entrepreneurial opportunities in the
emerging green economy, through which global warming can be slowed and the nation’s
struggling working class can be lifted up.
HarperOne: 256 pp.
2008 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-165075-8 hc $25.95 ($27.95/CAN)

R esources for T he G reen C ollar E conomy
Syllabus for The Clean Tech Revolution at
Portland State University Website

Order an Examination Copy

Request a Desk Copy
Order an Examination Copy
Van Jones’s Green for All Website

The Clean Tech Revolution Website
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Stuffed

Fast Food Nation

An Insider’s Look at Who’s
(Really) Making America Fat
Hank Cardello & Doug Garr

The Dark Side of the AllAmerican Meal
Eric Schlosser
Fast-food has hastened the corporate mall culture
of our landscape, widened the chasm between rich
and poor, fueled an epidemic of obesity, and
propelled American cultural imperialism abroad.
That’s a lengthy list of charges, but Eric Schlosser
makes them stick with an artful mix of first-rate
reportage, wry wit, and careful reasoning.
Throughout Fast Food Nation he unearths a trove of
fascinating, unsettling truths—from the unholy
alliance between fast food and Hollywood to the
seismic changes the industry has wrought in food
production, popular culture, and even real estate.
“A passionately argued, incendiary polemic. . . . Schlosser may be the Upton Sinclair for this
age of mad-cow disease. With a flair for dazzling scene-setting and an arsenal of startling
facts, Schlosser’s tale of starch and fury ranges from the strategic defense enclave of NORAD
to the grim interiors of meat packing plants.” — Los Angeles Times Book Review
Harper Perennial: 416 pp.; index
2005 P.S. ISBN 13: 978-0-06-083858-4 pb $14.95 ($15.95/CAN)

R esources for F ast F ood N ation
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For almost 30 years, Hank Cardello worked for
some of the largest food and beverage corporations in the world, helping companies like
Coca-Cola, Anheuser-Busch, and General Mills
find bigger and better ways to keep Americans
within reach of one more carbonated beverage
and a larger bag of chips. In Stuffed, Cardello
exposes the food industry, offering an insider’s
account of how the boardroom decisions and
marketing muscle of America’s food industry have
promoted the bottom line at the expense of
consumer health. Provocative and groundbreaking, Stuffed is a sweeping critique of the food and beverage industry that highlights the money
behind the calories and how the economics of food has overpowered the science of health.
Ecco: 288 pp.; index
2009 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-136386-3 hc $25.95 ($27.95/CAN)
Available In February 2009

R esources for S tuffed

Browse Inside the Book

PBS Frontline Program Modern Meat Website

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

The Fast Food Explorer Website

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Fast Food and Families Website

The Politics of Obesity (Video)

Fast Food Nation Movie Website
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Night Fire

Under a Green Sky
Global Warming, the Mass
Extinctions of the Past, and
What They Can Tell Us About Our
Future
Peter D. Ward, Ph.D.
According to University of Washington paleontologist Peter D. Ward, all but one of the major
extinction events in the history of the world have
been brought on by climate change—the same
global warming that occurs today. In Under a
Green Sky, he examines the causes of the Permian
extinction, an event more than 200 million years
ago so cataclysmic that it destroyed more than
90% of all species and nearly 97% of all living
things. This near-total devastation was caused by a
warming of the earth due to rising levels of carbon dioxide. Ward explains how that extinction, as
well as four others, happened, and then applies those chilling lessons to the present day, showing
how the ancient past may hold the key to earth’s future.
Collins: 256 pp.; index
2007 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-113791-4 hc $26.95 ($33.95/CAN)
Collins: 256 pp.; index
2008 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-113792-1 pb $14.95 ($16.25/CAN)
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Big Oil, Poison Air, and Margie
Richard’s Fight to Save Her Town
Ronnie Greene
The Diamond neighborhood was an all-black
enclave in the mostly white town of Norco, named
for the New Orleans Refining Co, an industrial
processing plant owned by Shell. Margie Eugene
Richard witnessed her neighbors fall ill as a result
of the toxic waste the plant emitted, eventually
seeing her own sister Naomi succumb to a rare
lung disease linked to environmental hazards.
Determined to see Shell take responsibility for
their actions, Richard and her neighbors—largely
poor and with few obvious resources—educated
themselves not only on the consequences of
environmental poison but also on how to fight back. Theirs was a battle that took them from the
Diamond’s four streets all the way to The Hague and beyond. The unexpected results landed
Richard the prestigious Goldman Environmental Prize, helped clean up a community, and
demonstrated how determination and grit could move even the most stubborn of corporate giants.
“Ronnie Greene is one of the finest investigative reporters in the country. He’s also a
first-rate writer. I can’t think of a better person to tell the outrageous story of how a Shell
chemical plant poisoned a small Louisiana community, and how a handful of ordinary
citizens fought back against all odds to save their town.” —Carl Hiassen
Amistad: 288 pp.
2008 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-112362-7 hc $24.95 ($26.95/CAN)

R esources for U nder a G reen S ky

R esources for N ight F ire

Browse Inside the Book

Browse Inside the Book

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

PBS Website for POV Documentary Fenceline:
A Company Town Divided

Science Daily Website on Permian Extinction
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ACTIVISM & LIFESTYLE

Animal, Vegetable,
Miracle

My City Was Gone
One American Town’s Toxic
Secret, Its Angry Band of Locals,
and a $700 Million Day in Court
Dennis Love

A Year of Food Life
Barbara Kingsolver with Steven L. Hopp &
Camille Kingsolver

My City Was Gone is the cautionary tale of how one
small town was destroyed by the very forces that
created it. Anniston, Alabama was once a thriving
industrial town, home to a Monsanto chemical
plant, and a chemical weapons storage depot. Now
it is known for its pollution and neighborhoods with
exceptionally high cancer rates—some 25% above
the state norm. But instead of accepting their grim
fate, the citizens of Anniston successfully took on
the corporation that employed them.
Author Dennis Love is an Anniston native who tells
his hometown’s shocking and inspirational story and introduces a diverse collection of
citizens—heroes and villains, bystanders and victims—whose experiences put a human face on
this modern tragedy.
“Superb. . . . [My City Was Gone] displays [Love’s] talents as a reporter and memoirist in exploring
one of America’s darkest environmental nightmares.” —Boston Globe
Harper Perennial: 368 pp.; index
2007 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-058551-8 pb $14.95 ($17.50/CAN)

 ith characteristic poetry and pluck, Barbara
W
Kingsolver and her family sweep students along on
their journey away from the industrial-food
pipeline to a rural life in which they vow to buy only
food raised in their own neighborhood, grow it
themselves, or learn to live without it. Part memoir,
part journalistic investigation, Animal, Vegetable,
Miracle makes a passionate case for putting the
kitchen back at the center of family life and
diversified farms at the center of the American
diet.
“Barbara Kingsolver and her family never ‘did the fast food thing . . . ’ but their formal pledge
to live off the land . . . nudged them toward an enviable relationship with what sustains them.
. . . . Animal, Vegetable, Miracle . . . chronicles the up-and-running results of that effort with good
humor and some alarming research about the modern food chain.” —Washington Post
HarperCollins: 384 pp.
2007 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-085255-9 hc $26.95 ($33.95/CAN)
Harper Perennial: 400 pp.
2008 P.S. ISBN 13: 978-0-06-085256-6 pb $14.95 ($16.25/CAN)

R esources for M y C ity W as G one

R esources for A nimal , V egetable , M iracle

Browse Inside the Book

Browse Inside the Book

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Barbara Kingsolver Reading from Animal, Vegetable,
Miracle (Video)

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Salon.com Interview with Barbara Kingsolver

Organic Consumers Association Website

Animal, Vegetable, Miracle Website

Eat Local Challenge Website

Barbara Kingsolver’s Website
MySpace Page for Animal, Vegetable, Miracle
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High Tide in
Tucson

Small Wonder
Essays
Barbara Kingsolver
Small Wonder is a collection of essays that begins
with a parable gleaned from the news: villagers
search for a missing infant boy and find him,
unharmed, in the cave of a dangerous bear that has
mothered him like one of her own. From this tale,
Barbara Kingsolver goes on to consider the chasm
between the privileged and the poor, which she
sees as the root cause of violence and war in our
time. She writes about her attachment to the land,
to nature and wilderness, trees and mountains—
the place from which she tells her stories. Whether
worrying about the dangers of genetically
engineered food crops, or creating opportunities
for children to feel useful and competent—like growing food for the family’s table—Kingsolver
looks for small wonders, where they grow, and celebrates them.
“Soulful and soul searching . . . a passionate invitation to readers to be part of the crowd that
cares about the environment, peace and family . . . a tantalizing peek into Kingsolver’s world.”
— San Francisco Chronicle Book Review

R esources for S mall W onder
Request a Desk Copy

In these 25 essays, Barbara Kingsolver turns to her
favored literary terrain to explore themes of family,
community, and the natural world. With the eyes of
a scientist and the vision of a poet, Kingsolver
writes about notions as diverse as modern
motherland, the history of private property, and
the suspended citizenship of humans in the animal
kingdom. Kingsolver’s canny pursuit of meaning
from an inscrutable world compels us to find
instructions for life in surprising places: a museum
of atomic bomb relics, a West African voodoo love
charm, an iconographic family of paper dolls, the ethics of a wild pig who persistently invades a
garden, a battle of wills with a two-year-old, or a troop of oysters who observe high tide in the
middle of Illinois.
“Kingsolver’s essays should be savored like quiet afternoons with a friend. . . . [She] speaks in
a language rich with music and replete with good sense.” —New York Times Book Review
Harper Perennial: 304 pp.
2003 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-092756-1 pb $13.95 ($15.00/CAN)

HarperCollins: 288 pp.
2002 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-050407-6 hc $23.95 ($36.50/CAN)
Harper Perennial: 288 pp.
2003 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-050408-3 pb $13.95 ($14.95/CAN)

Browse Inside the Book

Essays from Now or Never
Barbara Kingsolver

R esources for H igh T ide in T ucson
Interview on PBS’s Now with Bill Moyers Website
with Barbara Kingsolver on Small Wonder

Request a Desk Copy
Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy
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Saving Planet
Earth

Prodigal Summer
A Novel
Barbara Kingsolver
Prodigal Summer weaves together three stories of
human love within a larger tapestry of lives
inhabiting the forested mountains and struggling
small farms of southern Appalachia. Deanna Wolfe,
a reclusive wildlife biologist, watches a den of
coyotes that have recently migrated into the
region. She is caught off-guard by a young hunter
who invades her most private spaces and
confounds her self-assured, solitary life. Lusa
Maluf Landowski, a bookish city girl turned
farmer’s wife, finds herself unexpectedly
marooned in a strange place where she must
declare or lose her attachment to the land that has
become her own. A pair of elderly, feuding neighbors tend their respective farms and wrangle
about God, pesticides, and the possibilities of a future neither of them expected. Over the
course of one humid summer, as the urge to procreate overtakes the countryside, these
characters find their connections to one another and to the flora and fauna with whom they
share a place.

Tony Juniper
Based on the acclaimed BBC series, Saving the
Planet is a wake-up call for every citizen of Planet
Earth: Now is the time to take action. With
compelling evidence and stunning photographs,
Tony Juniper explains how the human race is
changing—destroying—the planet by endangering
species throughout the world, contributing to
climate change, and plundering natural resources.
This remarkable book also offers practical
advice and real solutions to help reverse these
dangerous trends, providing the knowledge and tools needed to protect our environment for
future generations.
Collins: 256 pp.; index; 150 4-color photos and images
2007 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-154451-4 hc $29.95 (N/C)

HarperCollins: 464 pp.
2000 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-019965-4 hc $26.00 ($30.00/CAN)
Harper Perennial: 464 pp.
2001 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-095903-6 pb $14.95 ($18.95/CAN)

R esources for P rodigal S ummer

R esources for S aving P lanet E arth

Browse Inside the Book

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Saving Planet Earth Website
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Eco Barons

Power Trip

The Dreamers, Schemers, and
Millionaires Who Are Saving Our
Planet
Edward Humes

A Journey Through America’s
Energy Past, Present, and Future
Amanda Griscom Little
A “next generation” manifesto for kicking
America’s addiction to fossil fuels, Power Trip
examines the way in which oil and coal have
shaped America as an international superpower—
even as they pose political and environmental
dangers to the nations and the world. Journalist
Amanda Griscom Little reveals how energy grows
our food, fights our wars, makes our plastics and
medicines, warms our homes, animates our cities, moves our products and vehicles, and
influences our politics. She exposes the hidden consequences of America’s energy-lavish
lifestyles, and shows how American ingenuity has already begun to cultivate a new energy
economy.
Harper: 352 pp.
2009 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-135325-3 hc $24.95 ($26.95/CAN)
Available in September 2009
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Eco Barons portrays the new generation of
conservationists determined to save pristine
wilderness and combat the worldwide extinction
crisis. They include the founder of Esprit and
former CEO of Patagonia, Doug and Kristine
Tompkins, who have preserved immense portions
of South American rain forest, while providing
millions for environmentalism in the U.S. There is
Roxanne Quimby, who built the billion-dollar
Burt’s Bees from a log cabin in the vast woods of
Maine—which she is now battling to preserve. And
there is Peter Galvin and Kieran Suckling, former Forest Service owl counters who created the
nation’s most effective environmental organization—protecting record numbers of endangered
species, and forcing the Bush Administration to admit that global warming is real.
Ecco: 400 pp.; index
2009 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-135029-0 hc $24.95 ($26.95/CAN)
Available in March 2009
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Righteous
Porkchop

The Gospel of
Food

Finding a Life—and Good Food—
Beyond Factory Farms
Nicolette Hahn Niman
Foreword by Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.

Why We Should Stop Worrying
and Enjoy What We Eat
Barry Glassner
Part exposé, part social commentary, The Gospel of
Food is a rallying cry to abandon the fads and
fallacies in favor of calmer, more pleasurable
eating. By interviewing chefs, food chemists,
nutritionists, and restaurant critics about the way
we eat, sociologist Barry Glassner helps students
recognize the myths, half-truths, and guilt trips
they promulgate, and liberates them for greater
joy at the table.
“The Gospel of Food is pure fun to read . . . Glassner is
methodical and relentless in his exploration, fierce in his finger-pointing . . . and he’s
genuinely concerned about our growing disassociation with, and emotional baggage around,
food.” —Los Angeles Time Book Review
Ecco: 304 pp.; index
2006 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-050121-1 hc $25.95 ($32.95/CAN)
Harper Perennial: 320 pp.; index
2007 P.S. ISBN 13: 978-0-06-050122-8 pb $14.95 ($17.50/CAN)

Righteous Porkchop exposes the shocking
practices of today’s meat, poultry, and dairy
industries by following the experiences of an
intrepid environmental lawyer who goes up against
the big business farming establishment. It depicts
Nicolette Hahn Niman’s search for—and ultimate
discovery of—a way for America to produce food
from animals that is healthful, environmentally
sound, and humane.
From a health standpoint, Righteous Porkchop details how and why to avoid meat, poultry, and
eggs tainted by chemicals and antibiotic-resistant bacteria. From an eating standpoint, the book
shows how students can reclaim the pleasures of good dining by seeking out foods from
traditionally farmed animals.
Collins: 304 pp.; index
2008 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-146649-6 hc $23.95 ($25.95/CAN)
Available in March 2009

R esources for T he G ospel of F ood
Browse Inside the Book

R esources for R ighteous P orkchop
Salon.com Interview with Barry Glassner

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

The Niman Ranch Website

The Gospel of Food Website
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The Story of Sushi

The Secret Life of
Lobsters
How Fishermen and Scientists
Are Unraveling the Mysteries of
Our Favorite Crustacean
Trevor Corson
In this intimate portrait of an island lobstering
community and an eccentric band of renegade
biologists, journalist Trevor Corson escorts
students onto the slippery decks of fishing boats,
through danger-filled scuba dives, and deep into
the churning currents of the Gulf of Maine to learn
about the secret undersea lives of lobsters. In
revelations from the laboratory and the sea that
are by turns astonishing and humorous, the lobster
proves itself to be not only a delicious meal and a sustainable resource, but also an amorous
master of the boudoir, a lethal boxer, and a snoopy socializer with a nose that lets it track prey and
paramour alike with the skill of a bloodhound. The Secret Life of Lobsters is a rollicking oceanic
odyssey punctuated by salt spray, melted butter, and predators lurking in the murky depths.
“Lobster is served three ways in this fascinating book: by fisherman, scientist and the
crustaceans themselves. . . . Corson, who worked aboard commercial lobster boats for two
years, weaves together these three worlds. The human worlds are surely interesting; but they
can’t top the lobster life on the ocean floor.” —Washington Post
Harper Perennial: 320 pp.
2005 P.S. ISBN 13: 978-0-06-055559-7 pb $13.95 ($14.95/CAN)

An Unlikely Saga of Raw Fish and
Rice
Trevor Corson
In The Story of Sushi, Trevor Corson, author of The
Secret Life of Lobsters, provides a lively tour of the
culture of sushi in America—from the chefs who
prepare sushi to the multifarious creatures that
compose it. He escorts students behind the sushi
bar, through an extensive three-month course at
the California Sushi Academy in Los Angeles
where he spent a semester shadowing the founder
of the Academy and a select group of master chefs
and their trainees and experienced first hand
what’s involved in becoming “a naturalist with a
knife.” He describes the different types of
organisms that compose sushi, their behavior, biology, evolutionary origins, ecological niches,
and nutritional properties. He discusses the seasonal progression of the organisms and explores
the techniques by which they’re harvested, including what’s the best time for harvesting and why.
He then provides a history of sushi’s origins and evolution in Japan and its transplantation to the
United States via Los Angeles, and most compellingly, considers the future of sushi in America,
revealing why the best sushi chefs of the future will most likely not be Japanese and male.
Originally published in hardcover as The Zen of Fish
HarperCollins: 384 pp.; index
2007 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-088350-8 hc $24.95 ($29.95/CAN)
Harper Perennial: 400 pp.; index
2008 P.S. ISBN 13: 978-0-06-088351-5 pb $14.95 ($16.25/CAN)

R esources for T he S ecret L ife of L obsters

R esources for T he S tory of S ushi

Browse Inside the Book

Browse Inside the Book

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Trevor Corson’s Website

Trevor Corson’s Website

NPR Interview with Trevor Corson (Audio)

The California Sushi Academy Website
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Beef

The Oysters of
Locmariaquer

The Untold Story of How
Milk, Meat, and muscle shaped
the World
Andrew Rimas & Evan D. G. Fraser

The Classic Account Of
Brittany’s Legendary Belon
Oysters
Eleanor Clark
Introduction by Mark Kurlansky
On the northwest coast of France, just around the
corner from the English Channel, is the little town
of Locmariaquer. The inhabitants of this town
maintain the supply of the famous belon oysters,
called les plates (“the flat ones”). Winner of the
1965 National Book Award, The Oysters of
Locmariaquer is a vivid, fascinating account of how
Belon oysters are cultivated and, at the same time,
it is an excursion into the historical background, myths, and legends of Brittany. At the center of
this unique narrative, presented in turn after turn of slowly accumulating drama, are the lives of
people who make the oyster growing possible.
“A sturdy, unconventional piece of writing. . . . [The Oysters of Locmariaquer] belongs to a class of
one. . . . It calls to mind a quickly braided multicolored rope in which strands enmesh and
enfold and enhance one another in perpetual reappearance. . . . Much wit and patience and all
the sense we have went into making this book.” — New York Review of Books

20

The world is passionate about beef. From
America’s unending love affair with steakhouses to
Japan’s fashionable Kobe dishes to the village fires
or rural Africa, where dependence on cattle is
often the backbone of tribal society, beef is the
meat that moves us. Since the beginning of human
history, cattle have been central to our existence,
not only as a source of food and labor but also as an
inspiration for art, warfare, and religion. In Beef,
students learn an exuberant, panoramic view of
the cow’s rich history.
“Beef . . . is like the perfectly cooked steak, a rare thing. Combining intelligence with
accessibility and superb research with genuine enthusasm. . . . It will make you want to
go and eat a large steak. Ribeye, of course, and there can be no higher compliment.”
—Simon Majumdar, author of Eat My Globe: One Year to Go Everywhere—and Eat Everything
William Morrow: 256 pp.
2008 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-135384-0 hc $25.95 ($27.95/CAN)

Harper Perennial Modern Classics: 240 pp.
2006 P.S. ISBN 13: 978-0-06-088742-1 pb $13.95 ($16.50/CAN)

R esources for T he O ysters of L ocmariaquer

R esources for B eef

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

New York Times Obituary for Eleanor Clark

Andrew Rimas’s Website

Wikipedia Entry for Oyster

Evan D. G. Fraser’s Website
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Thanking the
Monkey

The Ten Trusts
What We Must Do to Care for The
Animals We Love
Jane Goodall & Marc Bekoff
Combining her life’s work living among the
chimpanzees with her spiritual perspective on the
relationship between humans and animals,
legendary behavioral scientist Jane Goodall sets
forth ten trusts that we as humans have as
custodians of the planet:
1. Respect all life
2. Live as part of the Animal Kingdom
3. Educate our children to respect animals
4. Treat animals as you would like to be treated
5. Be a steward
6. Value the sounds of nature and help preserve
them
7. Do not harm life in order to learn about it
8. Have the courage of your convictions
9. Act knowing that your actions make a difference
10. Act knowing that you are not alone
Filled with inspirational stories, The Ten Trusts provides lessons Jane Goodall has learned from a
lifetime of experience. Marc Bekoff, cofounder of the Roots and Shoots program with Jane, also
contributes his profound insights and research which Jane has come to rely on.

Rethinking the Way We Treat
Animals
Karen Dawn
How happy are California’s “Happy Cows?” Do
activists who target medical researchers like mice
more than men? Who belongs in the zoo? Thanking
the Monkey covers all of the major animal-rights
topics—pets, fur, food, animal testing—in an
entertaining way that explains the issues without
making students feel guilty if they’re not leathereschewing vegans. Instead of relying on gory
photos, Karen Dawn underlines major points with upbeat art from popular cartoonists, celebrity
photos, and quotes, making this the “ultimate primer” for the whip-smart, socially committed,
and sound-bite-soaked generation.
“Vegetarianism was a source of Gandhi’s successful non-violence, and cruelty to animals is a
predictor of everything from domestic violence to serial killing. With wisdom and insight,
Karen Dawn introduces readers to the fact that animal rights are an organic part of social
justice movements everywhere. Her book is a bridge between worlds for both the committed
and the curious.” — Gloria Steinem
Harper paperbacks: 400 pp.
2008 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-135185-3 pb $19.95 ($21.50/CAN)

HarperOne: 224 pp.
2003 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-0556112 pb $14.95 ($16.50/CAN)

R esources for T he T en T rusts

R esources for T hanking the M onkey

Browse Inside the Book

Roots & Shoots Website

Browse Inside the Book

Request a Desk Copy

PBS Nature Website for Jane Goodall’s Wild
Chimpanzees

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy
The Jane Goodall Institute Website
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In Defense of
Hunting

Animal Liberation
Peter Singer

James A. Swan

Since its original publication in 1975, this
groundbreaking work has awakened millions of
concerned people to the shocking abuse of
animals everywhere, and has inspired a worldwide
movement to eliminate mistreatment of animals,
such as in cruel and unnecessary laboratory
experimentation, “factory farming,” the fur
industry, and product-testing procedures. Peter
Singer offers sound arguments questioning the
assumption that the human race should have the
right to use all other species as they choose. He
proposes reasonable, humane solutions to what
has become a profound environmental, social and
moral issue. An important and persuasive appeal
to conscience, fairness, decency, and justice, Animal Liberation is essential reading for the
advocate and the skeptic alike.

From a noted environmental psychologist, In
Defense of Hunting is a powerful and challenging
exploration of our primal impulse to hunt and its
value in modern society.
“Drawing on solid credentials . . . Swan argues
that understanding why people hunt involves
understanding humankind’s fundamental nature.
Hunting is a spiritual ritual.” —Library Journal
HarperOne: 304 pp.; index
1995 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-251237-6 pb $15.95 ($17.50/CAN)

“A most important book that will change the way many of us look at animals—and, ultimately,
at ourselves.” —Chicago Tribune
Harper Perennial: 352 pp.
2001 P.S. ISBN 13: 978-0-06-001157-4 pb $14.95 ($16.25/CAN)

R esources for A nimal L iberation

R esources for I n D efense of H unting

Request a Desk Copy

Browse Inside the Book

Order an Examination Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Peter Singer’s Website

Order an Examination Copy

Peter Singer’s Top 10 Books from The Guardian
Website

James A. Swan’s Website
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50 Simple Things
You Can Do to
Save the Earth

Better Off
Flipping the Switch on
Technology
Eric Brende
Ditching their car, electric stove, refrigerator,
running water and everything else motorized or
“hooked to the grid,” the Brende family conceived a
real life experiment to see if in fact all our cell
phones, wide screen TVs, and SUVs have made life
easier and better—or whether life would be
preferable without them. By turns, the query
narrows down to a single question: “What is the
least we need to achieve the most?” With this in
mind, the Brendes began an 18-month trial run that
dramatically changed the way they lived. Better Off
is a smart, often comedic, and always riveting book
that also mingles scientific analysis with the human story, demonstrating how a world free of
technological excess can shrink stress—and waistlines—and expand happiness, health, and
leisure.
“Deftly steering clear of dogma, never sounding like a sanctimonious scold, Eric Brende
makes a persuasive case that most of us would enjoy life more by radically minimizing our
reliance on modern technology. Better Off is a buoyant, thought-provoking, and very entertaining read.” —Jon Krakauer, author of Into the Wild and Into Thin Air

All New! Updated for the 21st
Century
John Javna, Sophie Javna, & Jesse Javna
Back in 1990, John Javna published the original 50
Simple Things You Can Do to Save the Earth, and the
little book started a huge revolution. It jumped to
the top of the bestseller lists and sold more than 5
million copies. Now, with environmental awareness
growing, Javna’s two children, 14-yeard-old Sophie
and 17-year-old Jesse, asked their father to revisit
his classic guide, and make updates for the new
generation. Together, the Javna’s reconceived 50
Simple Things You Can Do to Save the Earth to help students make their daily lives green while
showing how entire communities can create change for a better future.
Hyperion: 128 pp.
2008 ISBN13: 978-1-4013-2299-1 pb $12.95 ($13.95/CAN)

Harper Perennial: 272 pp.
2005 P.S. ISBN 13: 978-0-06-057005-7 pb $13.95 ($14.95/CAN)

R esources for B etter O ff

R esources for 50 S imple T hings Y ou C an D o to S ave the E arth

Browse Inside the Book

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

50 Simple Things You Can Do to Save the Earth
Website
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Promise Ahead

Voluntary
Simplicity

A Vision of Hope and Action for
Humanity’s Future
Duane Elgin

Toward A Way Of Life That Is
Outwardly Simple, Inwardly Rich

The sequel to the bestselling classic Voluntary
Simplicity, in Promise Ahead Duane Elgin sees two
powerful sets of trends converging in the coming
decades. The first set he calls “adversity trends.”
These include:

Revised Edition
Duane Elgin
Voluntary Simplicity is not a book about living in
poverty; it is a book about living with balance. It
illuminates the pattern of changes that an
increasing number of Americans are making in
their everyday lives—adjustments in day-to-day
living that are an active, positive response to the
complex dilemmas of our time. By embracing
either partially or totally the tenets of voluntary
simplicity—frugal consumption, ecological awareness, and personal growth—people can change
their lives. And in the process, they have the power to change the world.
“A copy of this book in every American household could change the course of history. . . .
Voluntary Simplicity shows that what this nation needs is not so much a change of mind, and that
individual citizens, acting on their own, can do more to solve our crises than can any national
administration.” —George Leonard, author of The Transformation
Harper paperbacks: 240 pp.
1998 ISBN 13: 978-06-8812119-8 pb $12.95 ($14.95/CAN)
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• Global climate changes that threaten our food
supply
• Massive human population
• Mass extinction of species
• Rapid depletion of crucial natural resources
• Civil unrest caused by global poverty
The second set he calls “opportunity trends.” These include:
• Recognition of the universe as a living system
• The quiet revolution toward simpler ways of living
• Use of the Internet as a tool for social awareness and change
• Growing efforts toward reconciliation of racial, gender, religious, and other differences
If we meet these unprecedented challenges, we can make a dramatic leap in our evolutionary
journey and will have a very promising future.
Harper paperbacks: 240 pp.; index
2001 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-093499-6 pb $13.95 ($16.50/CAN)

R esources for V oluntary S implicity
Browse Inside the Book
Request a Desk Copy

R esources for P romise A head
Article on the Voluntary Simplicity Movement in The
New York Times

Order an Examination Copy

Browse Inside the Book
Request a Desk Copy
Order an Examination Copy

The Simple Living Network Website
Choosing Voluntary Simplicity Website
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One Makes the
Difference

The Legacy of
Luna

Inspiring Actions that Change
our World
Julia Butterfly Hill

The Story of a Tree, a Woman and
the Struggle to Save the
Redwoods
Julia Butterfly Hill
On December 18, 1999, Julia Butterfly Hill’s feet
touched the ground for the first time in over two
years, as she descended from “Luna,” a thousandyear-old redwood in Humboldt County, California.
Hill had climbed 180 feet up into the tree to stop
Pacific Lumber, a division of the Maxxam
Corporation, from the environmentally destructive
process of clear-cutting the ancient redwood and
the trees around it. Over the course of what turned
into an historic civil action, Hill endured El Niño storms, helicopter harassment, a ten-day siege
by company security guards, and the tremendous sorrow brought about by an old-growth
forest’s destruction. This story—written while she lived on a tiny platform eighteen stories off the
ground—is one that only she can tell.
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Julia Butterfly Hill has ceaselessly continued her
efforts to promote sustainability and ecologically
minded ways to save the old-growth redwoods she
acted so valiantly to protect. In the essential
handbook One Makes the Difference, she provides
advice on how to promote change and improve the
health of the planet. Packed with a variety of charts, diagrams, and interesting factoids, the book
is broken down into a series of steps and easy-to-follow lessons with its core focus on environmental issues.
“An inspiring great, true tale that gives us the opportunity to arm ourselves with understanding and then to use our voices to act in support.” —Los Angeles Times
HarperOne: 208 pp.
2002 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-251756-2 pb $14.95 ($18.95/CAN)

“My respect for Julia Butterfly Hill is fathomless. At a time when so many have grown
disheartened at the inability of any one person to make a difference, Julia’s action has
profoundly re-energized the environmental movement all over the world. She will continue to
be a major force in galvanizing the call to change the way corporations and uncaring
governments do business with Mother Earth.” —Bonnie Raitt
HarperOne: 288 pp.
2001 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-251659-6 pb $14.95 ($17.50/CAN)

R esources for T he L egacy of L una

R esources for O ne M akes the D ifference

Browse Inside the Book

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy
Circle of Life Foundation Website
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LITERATURE

The Cactus Eaters

Stirring It Up

How I Lost My Mind—and Almost
Found Myself—on the Pacific
Crest Trail
Dan White

How to Make Money and Save the
World
Gary Hirshberg
A true force for change, Gary Hirshberg has
been at the forefront of movements working for
environmental and social transformation for
30 years. From his early days as an educator and
activist to his current position as President and
CE-Yo of Stonyfield Farm, the world’s largest
organic yogurt company, Hirshberg’s positive
outlook has inspired thousands of people to
recognize their ability to make the world a
better place. In Stirring it Up, Hirshberg calls on
individuals to realize their power to effect
change in the marketplace— “the power of one”
—while proving that environmental commitment makes for a healthier planet and a healthier
bottom line.
Hyperion: 240 pp.
2008 ISBN 13: 978-1-4013-0344-0 hc $24.95 ($28.95/CAN)
Hyperion AudioBook: 5 CDs/6 hours/Read by the author
2008 ISBN 13: 978-1-4013-8890-4 cd $29.95 ($34.95/CAN)

When Dan White and his girlfriend set out to hike
the Pacific Crest Trail, which stretches from
Mexico to Canada, his parents wondered how two
people who had never shared an apartment could
survive six months in the desert with hardly more
than a two-man pup tent and some trail mix. The
answer was barely. But when Dan and his girlfriend,
dubbed “The Lois and Clark Expedition” by their
benevolent trail-guru, find themselves deep in the
American wilderness, the hardships of the trail
provide these addled adventurers with a
crystalline view of nature, themselves, and each other.
“In the well-written, laugh-out-loud, self deprecating spirit of Bill Bryson’s A Walk in the Woods
and Nora Ephron’s When Harry Met Sally, Dan White takes us along for a walk on the wild side of
adventure and love. I couldn’t put it down.” —Eric Blehm, National Outdoor Book Awardwinning author of The Last Season
Harper Perennial: 400 pp.
2008 P.S. ISBN 13: 978-0-06-137693-1 pb $14.95 ($16.25/CAN)

R esources for S tirring I t U p

R esources for T he C actus E aters

Request a Desk Copy

Browse Inside the Book

Order an Examination Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Stonyfield Farm Website

Order an Examination Copy
Dan White’s Blog
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A Walk Across
America

Pilgrim at
Tinker Creek

Peter Jenkins

Annie Dillard
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek
is an exhilarating reflection on nature and its
seasons—a personal narrative highlighting a
year’s exploration on foot in Annie Dillards’s
neighborhood of Tinker Creek, Virginia. In the
summer, Dillard stalks muskrats in the creek and
contemplates wave mechanics; in the fall she
watches a monarch butterfly migration and dreams
of Arctic caribou. She tries to con a coot; she
collects pond water and examines it under a
microscope. She unties a snakeskin, witnesses a
flood, and plays ‘King of the Meadow’ with a field
of grasshoppers. In essence, she communicates with nature.
“The book is a form of meditation, written with headlong urgency, about seeing. A reader’s
heart must go out to a young writer with a sense of wonder so fearless and unbridled. . . .
There is an ambition about her book that I like. . . . It is the ambition to feel.” —Eudora Welty,
New York Times Book Review
Harper Perennial Modern Classics: 304 pp.
2007 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-123332-6 pb $14.95 ($16.50/CAN)

“I started out searching for myself and my country,”
Peter Jenkins writes, “and found both.” In this
timeless classic, Jenkins describes how disillusionment with society in the 1970s drove him out onto
the road on a walk across America. His experiences remain as sharp and telling today—from the
timeless secrets of life, learned from a mountaindwelling hermit, to the stir he caused by staying
with a black family in North Carolina, to his hours
of intense labor in Southern mills. Many miles later
he learned lessons about his country and himself
that resonate to this day—and will inspire a new
generation to get out, hit the road, and explore.
“Compelling. . . . A walk through Peter Jenkins’s book reveals a highway, a pioneer—and an
American spirit seldom sought, not often found, not easily forgotten once glimpsed.” —Grand
Rapids Press
Harper paperbacks: 320 pp.; b&w and 4-color photographs throughout
2001 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-095955-5 pb $14.00 ($17.50/CAN)

R esources for P ilgrim at T inker C reek

R esources for A W alk A cross A merica

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Annie Dillard’s Website

Peter Jenkins’s Website
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The Monkey
Wrench Gang

Dove
Robin Lee Graham with Derek L. T. Gill

Edward Abbey
With an Introduction by Douglas Brinkley

In 1965, 16-year-old Robin Lee Graham began a
solo around-the-world voyage from San Pedro,
California in a 24-foot sloop. Five years and
33,000 miles later, he returned to home with a wife
and daughter and enough extraordinary experiences for your students to savor.

Audacious, controversial, and hilarious, The Monkey
Wrench Gang is Edward Abbey’s masterpiece—a
big, boisterous, and unforgettable novel about a
motley group of renegades whose freedom and
commitment helped to ignite the flames of
environmental activism.

“Even in an era of superlatives, Dove is an
incredible story.” —St. Louis Post-Dispatch
“Filled with a youthful philosophy about life and
love and high adventure.” —Milwaukee Journal

“A thing of beauty . . . a wildly funny, infinitely
wise, near to tragic tale of man against the bog
god machine.” —Houston Chronicle

Harper paperbacks: 240 pp.; 32 pp. of b&w photographs
1991 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-092047-0 pb $13.00 ($15.00/CAN)

H arper Perennial Modern Classics: 480 pp.
2006 P.S. ISBN 13: 978-0-06-112976-6 pb $14.95 ($18.95/CAN)

R esources for D ove

R esources for T he M onkey W rench G ang

Browse Inside the Book

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Edward Abbey’s Website
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The Sense of
Wonder

Serena
A Novel
Ron Rash
The year is 1929, and newlyweds George and
Serena Pemberton arrive from Boston to the
mountains of North Carolina to create a timber
empire. Although George has already lived in the
camp long enough to father an illegitimate child,
Serena is new to the mountains—but she soon
shows herself the equal of any worker, overseeing
crews, hunting rattlesnakes, even saving her
husband’s life in the wilderness. Together, this lord
and lady of the woodlands ruthlessly kill or
vanquish all who fall out of favor. Yet when Serena
learns that she will never bear a child, she sets out
to kill the son George had without her. Mother and
child begin a struggle for their lives, and when Serena suspects George is protecting his
illegitimate family, the Pemberton’s intense, passionate marriage starts to unravel as the story
moves toward its shocking reckoning. Rash’s masterful sense of violence and beauty for which
he is renowned takes center stage in Serena, and the result is powerfully riveting.

Rachel Carson
Photographs by Nick Kelsh
Introduction by Linda Lear
Stunning new photographs by Nick Kelsh
beautifully compliment the reissue of Rachel
Carson’s award-winning classic, The Sense of
Wonder. Carson brings her unique vision to a new
generation of students by intimately detailing her
adventures with her young nephew, Roger, as they
walk along the rocky coast of Maine through
dense forests and open fields, observing wildlife,
strange plants, moonlight, storm clouds, and listening for the “living music” of insects in the
underbrush.
HarperCollins: 112 pp.
1998 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-757520-8 hc $26.95 ($28.95/CAN)

“An Appalachian retelling of Macbeth, a thriller, a word-perfect evocation of an era and a
people, a grim chapter in the history of conservation: if Serena doesn’t finally win Ron Rash
the overdue attention of the national literary (and cinematic) establishments, I can’t imagine
what they’re holding out for.” —Arthur Phillips, author of Prague
Ecco: 384 pp.
2008 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-147085-1 hc $24.95 ($26.95/CAN)

R esources for S erena

R esources for T he S ense of W onder

Browse Inside the Book

Browse Inside the Book

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Rachel Carson’s Entry on Time Magazine’s Website
Time 100: The Most Important People of the
Century

Rachel Carson’s Website
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State of Fear

Correcting the
Landscape

A Novel
Michael Crichton

A Novel
Marjorie Kowalski Cole
The winner of Barbara Kingsolver’s Bellwether
Prize for a work of socially and politically engaged
fiction, Correcting the Landscape follows the fate of
an Alaskan newspaper editor as he fights the
degradation of the natural environment at the
hands of big business, attempts to solve a local
murder mystery, and embarks on a budding
romance with one of his reporters. Gus Traynor is
the editor of a local newspaper whose idealism has
been consistently tested but remains mostly intact.
He prides himself on the independence of his spirit.
So when big business threatens the Alaskan wilderness, Gus calls on the help of his best friend, a
normally self-serving developer who helps Gus take on the forces of progress.
“Driven by characters containing enough flaws to make the reader care about them, this
intelligent novel deftly reveals the power of individual commitment against money and
personal connections powerful enough to destroy.” —Denver Post
Harper Perennial: 240 pp.
2006 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-078607-6 pb $13.95 ($16.50/CAN)

In Paris, a young physicist performs an oceanographic experiment—then dies mysteriously after a
romantic tryst with a beautiful stranger. In the jungles
of Malaysia, powerful hypersonic cavitation
technology—capable of toppling mountains with
sound—is purchased by a private interest for an
unspecified purpose. In Vancouver, a businessman
leases a small research submarine for use in the
waters of New Guinea. In Tokyo, in Los Angeles, in
Antarctica, in the Solomon Islands, an intelligence
agent races to put all of the pieces together to
prevent a global catastrophe.
“Michael Crichton is one of our most gifted popular
novelists. A true son of Jules Verne and H. G. Wells, Crichton specializes in cutting-edge
science fused with suspense . . . a master of plausible and frightening scenarios of science
unloosed in the hands of the unscrupulous and the obsessed. He is a connoisseur of catastrophe.” —Los Angeles Times
Avon: 688 pp.
2005 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-101573-1 mm $7.99 ($11.99/CAN)

R esources for C orrecting the L andscape

R esources for S tate of F ear

Browse Inside the Book

Browse Inside the Book

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

The Bellwether Prize Website

Michael Crichton’s Website
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PHILOSOPHY/RELIGION

The Earth Path

Walking

Grounding Your Spirit in the
Rhythms of Nature
Starhawk

Henry David Thoreau
Henry David Thoreau’s meandering ode to the
simple act and accomplished art of taking a walk.
Profound and humorous, companionable and
curmudgeonly, Walking, by America’s first nature
writer, is a personal and portable guide to the
activity that, like no other, awakens the senses and
the soul to the “absolute freedom and wildness” of
nature.
H arperOne: 96 pp.
1994 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-251113-3 pb $9.95 ($10.50/CAN)

From the earliest times, respecting our interdependent relationship with nature has been the first
step toward spirituality. Earth, air, fire and water
are the four elements worshiped in many
indigenous cultures and celebrated in earth-based
spiritualities such as Wicca. In The Earth Path,
America’s best-known witch and eco-feminist
offers students a primer on how to open their eyes
to the world around them, respect nature’s
delicate balance, and draw upon its tremendous
powers. Filled with inspiring meditations, chants,
and blessings, it offers healing for the spirit in a
stressed world and helps students find their own sources of strength and renewal.
HarperOne: 256 pp.
2004 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-000092-9 hc $19.95 ($$23.50/CAN)
HarperOne: 256 pp.
2005 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-000093-6 pb $14.95 ($18.95/CAN)
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R esources for W alking

R esources for T he E arth P ath

Browse Inside the Book

Browse Inside the Book

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

The Blog of Henry David Thoreau Website

Starhawk’s Website
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The Wisdom of
Wilderness

Nature’s Way
Native Wisdom for Living in
Balance with the Earth
Ed McGaa

Experiencing the Healing Power
of Nature
Gerald G. May

Sioux tribal leader Ed McGaa, known as Eagle
Man, sounds a call for spiritual awakening. He
explains how a new global culture can be created
based not on dominance over nature for economic
and political gain, but on values that endure for all
times and all people. Nature’s Way explores Native
American belief systems, oppression of Native
Americans by the dominant society, the growing
disrespect toward Nature, and the complicity of
institutional religion.
“In Nature’s Way, Ed McGaa draws on the wisdom of
the past to help guide us into the future. His
teachings take us to a new level of perception of the world around us and within us. He offers
us lessons learned from nature all around us, but ultimately these are lessons about the
spiritual world inside ourselves. Through animals and observation of the environment, his
words reconnect us with the common spiritual world that we share with all beings.” —Jack
Weatherford, Professor of Anthropology at Macalaster College, author of Indian Givers: How the
Indians of the Americas Transformed the World
HarperOne: 304 pp.
2005 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-075048-0 pb $15.95 ($18.95/CAN)
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Outside of the city and suburbs, the natural world
has a power to inspire the best and soothe the
worst within each of us. It has much to teach us
about the wilderness within, and about the “greater
power” manifest in the sublimity of nature. In this
his last work before his passing, beloved author
Gerald G. May offers a memoir and spiritual guide
which reveals the great lessons available to us
when we retreat from our busy lives to the serenity
of the natural wilderness.
“As the humble, lucid, earthy spiritual master that he is, Jerry May shares with us the
guiding, healing spiritual power revealed to him in a series of gripping experiences in the
wilderness. Anyone reading this precious gem can’t help but be left closer to their own true
nature, the nature of the earth’s wilderness that we share, and the wild, loving Wisdom that
mysteriously animates and guides our steps.” — Tilden Edwards, Founder and Senior Fellow,
Shalem Institute
HarperOne: 224 pp.
2007 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-114663-3 pb $13.95 ($17.50/CAN)

R esources for N ature ’ s W ay

R esources for T he W isdom of W ilderness

Browse Inside the Book

Browse Inside the Book

Request a Desk Copy

Request a Desk Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Order an Examination Copy

Ed McGaa’s Website
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Additional Resources

The Green Bible

Environmental Working Group

Children’s Environmental Health Network

Sierra Club

Friends of the Earth

Understanding the Bible’s
Powerful Message for the Earth
New Revised Standard Version
Foreword by Archbishop Desmond Tutu

Grist: Environmental News and Commentary

Natural Resources Defense Council

Local Harvest

The Green Squad

Food Routes

Riverkeeper

Slow Food USA®

Leonardo DiCaprio’s Eco-Site

The Green Bible encourages students to see God’s
vision for creation and helps them engage in the
work of healing and sustaining the environment.
The first Bible of its kind includes the following
distinctive features:

Community Food Security Coalition

Oceana: Protecting the World’s Oceans

Sustainable Table

Jean Michel-Cousteau’s Ocean Futures Society

The True Cost of Food

Seafood Watch

• Green-Letter Edition: verses or passages that
speak to God’s care for creation and the
environment are highlighted in green
• An introduction for reading the Bible and the Old
and New Testaments through a “green” lens,
including what Jesus had to say about the environment
• Essays from key leaders and thinkers on various aspects of Scripture and its mandate for
creation care
With more than 860 references to the earth in the Bible, compared to 500 references to
heaven, the Bible carries a powerful message for the earth. Students will earn from The Green
Bible how caring for creation is not only a calling but also a lifestyle.
Harper Bibles: 1,408 pp.; index; appendix
2008 ISBN 13: 978-0-06-162799-6 hc $29.95 ($31.95/CAN)

Edible Communities
Farm to School
Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education
The Land Institute
The Ecological Farming Association
Union of Concerned Scientists: Food and the
Environment
The Food Museum
Princeton University’s Conference on Food, Ethics, and
the Environment provides downloadable audio and
video featuring Peter Singer (Animal Liberation)
and Eric Schlosser (Fast Food Nation)
EnviroLink: The Online Environmental Community
The Environmental Protection Information Center
Save the Headwaters Forest
Greenpeace
YouthCan: Youth Communicating and Networking
American Museum of Natural History

R esources for T he G reen B ible

Environmental Research Foundation

Request a Desk Copy

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Order an Examination Copy

National Coalition Against the Misuse of Pesticides

Archbishop Desmond Tutu’s Website

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
Ecology Center
Prevent Cancer Foundation
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D esk C opy R equests

H arper C ollins S peakers B ureau

Complimentary desk copies are available for instructors who adopt a HarperCollins title for
course use. One desk copy is available for every 15 copies of each title ordered with a limit of 10
desk copies per adoption. A copy of a bookstore or wholesaler order must be provided upon
request as proof of adoption. Within this catalog, click REQUEST A DESK COPY to order or
visit www.HarperAcademic.com.

The HarperCollins SpeakersBureau is your connection to a stellar list of speakers for your
campus events. The HarperCollins SpeakersBureau has access to all HarperCollins authors.
If you are interested in a speaker listed in this catalog—or any HarperCollins author—please
contact us, and we will be happy to locate the speaker of your choice, as well as negotiate and
broker the engagement on your behalf.

E xamination C opy O rders

www.HarperCollinsSpeakers.com
Telephone: 212-207-7100
Fascimile: 212-207-7921

Examination copies are provided for instructors who are considering a HarperCollins title for
their course. There is a $5.00 postage and handling charge for each paperback examination
copy with a limit of four titles per instructor. Hardcover examination copies are available at a
20% discount, plus $4.00 postage and handling. Examination charges must be prepaid with a
credit card, check, or money order. These offers are valid in the United States only. Examination
copies are yours to keep even if a classroom order is not placed.
In this catalog, you’ll find the correct form for each book by clicking ORDER AN EXAMINATION COPY. Fax this form to 1-800-822-4090.

C ustomer S ervice : 1-800-331-3761

Jamie Brickhouse				
Vice President/Director			
Jamie.Brickhouse@HarperCollins.com		

Julie Elmuccio
Assistant Manager
Julie.Elmuccio@HarperCollins.com

B ulk S ales
We know there are times when you would like to share a special book with your
colleagues and students. For information on multiple-copy orders, please contact
our Special Markets Department at 212-207-7945 or send an e-mail to
SpecialMarketsOrders@HarperCollins.com.

Desk copy requests and examination copy orders may be called in between 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. EST. For examination copy requests, please have your credit card ready.

T he A cademic M arketing D epartment
Visit www.HarperAcademic.com to request desk copies, download an examination copy form,
search our list, access instructor’s guides, sign up for our subject area e-bulletins, and view our
academic conference schedule.

10 East 53rd Street, New York, NY 10022
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